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The FCA Asset Management Market Study: Some practical steps you can take 

The final Asset Management Market Study, published in June 2017, runs to over 100 pages 

and sets out a “package of remedies” to address the problems it identifies in respect of 

 Weak price competition 

 Performance (of active and passive funds versus benchmarks) 

 (lack of) Clarity of objectives and charges 

 Investment consulting and other intermediaries 

 

How should institutional investors respond to the FCA Study?  

a) Read with interest, take heart that the FCA is grasping the nettle and hope its 

remedies will do the trick? (i.e. take no action) 

b) Be inspired by the information in the FCA Study to press for lower management fees? 

c) Start worrying about your investment consultant as well as your asset managers? 

In this short piece, PiRho identifies some questions you should ask and actions you might 

consider. 

Strategy (nearly always) trumps tactics 

Understandably, the FCA Asset Management Market Study focuses on asset managers and 

the products they sell. Your concern should be different. Investment strategy – the 

identification of risk and return objectives, and the portfolio structure and benchmarks 

best able to deliver those objectives – should be your first priority. Whether equities 

should be currency hedged or what benchmark duration to select for a bond portfolio are 

likely to have a far bigger impact on money outcomes than manager selection. Whilst not 

downplaying the impact of fees and manager skill, only after key strategic decisions have 

been made should the focus switch to specific product choice.  

What to do about high fees  

At PiRho we’ve always taken the following view in respect of the fee budget. 

 It makes sense to set an overall fee budget for the total portfolio, rather than 

simply addressing fees on a product by product basis; it will give you more control, 

and enable you to think about fee trade-offs between asset classes and managers 

 Your starting point should be to go passive where suitable, low-cost products exist 

 Active management may have a role, but a product needs to have the ability to 

add enough value to make the fee acceptable if the manager achieves the target 

outperformance  

 Do not buy low tracking error active products in mainstream equity markets – ever 

  “Alternatives” often come in an “active-only” form; if you wish to own these 

assets, you’ll need to pay active fees 

 A great many products have higher “look through” fees than stated or headline 

fees, and to make proper comparisons between products, and decide where to 

negotiate or walk away, these need to be properly taken into account 
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This approach is akin to a “bar-bell”: some assets in the portfolio will have very low fees, 

and some much higher, but with little or nothing in the middle; this will provide the best 

chance of getting overall value for money.  Of course, all strategies require intelligent 

implementation. The FCA has identified, for example, that it’s often much more difficult 

than it should be (sometimes impossible) to identify and compare total fees and costs. Also 

it shouldn’t be assumed that all passive products are cheap or low risk relative to your 

objective. 

How to determine the effectiveness of your investment consultant 

 

As PiRho is an investment consulting firm, you may feel we are too conflicted to comment. 

But please bear with us for a moment. The FCA rightly highlights the difficulty of 

identifying any value added in selecting managers capable of outperforming benchmarks 

net of fees. But, our solution is perhaps rather surprising: don’t ask your consultant to 

waste time and money trying to find the best low risk active managers in mainstream 

markets; focus instead on working with them to get the strategy right, use appropriate 

passive products for such markets and seek out active managers in the less mainstream or 

niche asset classes where you wish to be invested.  

 

The FCA Study also expresses concern over the conflicts of interest resulting from 

investment consultants becoming investment managers, but continuing to provide advice 

to the same clients. On the sports field, we don’t permit the referee to be a player as 

well, for obvious reasons. Nor do we think it’s OK for students to set and mark their own 

homework, at least not without due oversight. Yet, a great many pension funds have 

signed up for their investment consultant to oversee and rate the success of their fiduciary 

manager, despite both being part of the same firm.  Furthermore, such conflicts are 

actually increasing: traditional asset managers, who historically focused only on managing 

assets, and not on offering consulting services, find many clients quite comfortable with 

the idea that their fiduciary manager can act as both player and referee. As this is both 

easier and more profitable, asset managers are increasingly copying the model of 

combining advice and management, especially for smaller and medium sized clients. In 

such circumstances, we feel it is nearly impossible to determine effectiveness and value 

for money, so the simple answer is: don’t do it. 

 

Interested in these thoughts? 

 

For further advice and ideas in respect of the topics mentioned above please contact 

Nicola Ralston or Phil Irvine at 

 

nicola.ralston@pirho-ic.com 020 7489 6191 

phil.irvine@pirho-ic.com 020 7489 6192 

 

Important Note: This document is issued by PiRho Investment Consulting Ltd which is 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This document is intended 
for Professional Clients only and does not constitute investment advice.  
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